Role of monovalent counterions in the ultrafast dynamics of DNA.
This paper examines the contribution of counterion motion to the electric-field dynamics in the interior of DNA. The electric field is measured by a coumarin fluorophore that is synthetically incorporated into an oligonucleotide, where it replaces a native base pair. The DNA is a 17-base-pair oligomer with no A- or G-tracts. Time-resolved Stokes-shift measurements on the coumarin are made from 40 ps to 40 ns with each of the alkali ions and or one of several tetraalkylammonium ions as the DNA counterion. With the possible exception of rubidium, there are no indications of site-specific binding of the counterions. For sodium and other ions with a smaller hydrodynamic radius, the dynamics are identical and are fit to a power law. For larger ions, there is a progressive increase in the rate of shifting after 1 ns. This effect correlates with the hydrodynamic radius of the counterion. The lack of change in the spectral shape of the emission shows that neither the broadly distributed power-law relaxation nor the extra nanosecond dynamics are due to heterogeneity in the relaxation rates of different helices.